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Plastics and Environmental Justice
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• Plastic pollution disproportionately affects communities with 

environmental justice concerns, often due to the close proximity to 

production and waste sites

• Higher exposure to microplastics and hazardous chemicals can lead to health issues

(e.g., cancer, asthma, skin issues, etc.) and lower property values

• The Biden-Harris Administration recognizes this connection and is 

committed to ensuring that federal actions to address plastic pollution 

prioritize public health, economic development, and equity to ensure that 

the benefits of combating plastic pollution are available to all



WhiteHouse Council on EnvironmentalQuality (CEQ)
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• CEQ is one of 17 policy councils within the Executive Office of the President (EOP)

• Chemical Safety and Plastic Pollution team - first time in EOP history that a 
dedicated team was created within CEQ to specifically address plastic pollution-
related issues

• CEQ is partnering with other White House teams to coordinate an Interagency Policy
Committee (IPC) on Plastic Pollution and a Circular Economy

• The IPC aims to enhance federal efforts to address plastic pollution, recognizing that
plastic pollution is a global problem that requires a broad and ambitious approach

• Numerous federal departments and agencies are included in the IPC



Executive Order 14096
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• President Biden signed Executive Order 14096, Revitalizing our Nation's Commitment to
Environmental Justice for All, on April 21, 2023

• The Order is part of the Administration’swhole-of-government effort to confront longstanding

injustices and inequities

• The President is calling on the federal government to bring clean energy and healthy 
environmentsto all, and to recognize, undo, and mitigate harm to those who have suffered 
from toxic pollution and other environmental burdens like climate change

• The Order will mean cleaner air and water; reduced risk for asthma, cancer, and other health 
burdens; and betteraccess to parks, safe and affordable housing, and clean transportation 
across the country, especially communities that have been left behind for too long



Executive Order 14096
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• Embeds environmental justice into the DNA of federal agencies and creates a new 
Office of Environmental Justice in the White House to coordinate environmental 
justice efforts across the federal government

• Directs agencies to address gaps in science and data to better understand and prevent 
the cumulative impacts of pollution on people’s health

• Requires agencies to notify nearby communities in the event of a release of toxic 
substances from a federal facility and mobilizes agencies to confront barriers to 
community participation in government decisions

• Helps ensure all of our nation’s children will grow up experiencing the vital 
safeguards of our foundational environmental and civil rights laws



Chemical Safety and Plastic Pollution: Guiding Principles
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• Plastic pollution is an environmental justice issue

• Prioritize public health, economic development, and equity to ensure that the

benefits of acting on plastic pollution are available to all

• Plastic and product manufacturers should bear responsibility for addressing 

plastic pollution

• Reduction of single-use plastics that are unnecessary, difficult to recycle, and cause 

harm in the environment should be prioritized to the maximum extent practicable

• Recognize the importance of effective recycling systems, but acknowledge that we

cannot recycle our way out of the growing crisis through recycling alone



U.S. Actions
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• Lead by example with federal sustainability

• EO 14057 - Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability

• Build on and support current federal actions

• Support federal actions and objectives, like the EPA’s National Strategy to Prevent Plastic,

and foster cohesion and coordination among agencies

• Looking into federal partnerships and solutions with non-government actors

• Encourage and enhance federal actions that will also yield climate and justice benefits

• Participate in international legally binding instrument

• U.S. is active player in negotiations; CEQ involved in international dialogues

• Want innovative and ambitious agreement - outcomes will impact domestic work (and vice versa)

*Integration of environmental justice needs to be considered in all efforts*



Thank you

Jonathan.Y.Black@ceq.eop.gov
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Three recent reports assess the problem
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First synthesis of U.S. contribution to plastic pollution
- from bipartisan “Save Our Seas 2.0 Act” of 2020

• Plastic being produced at unmanageable pace 

& U.S. plays a significant role (plastic 

production, waste generation, leakage).

• Disproportionately impacts vulnerable people 

and communities, at all stages of a plastic 

product’s life cycle.

• “Without modifications to current practices

…plastics will continue to accumulate ..with

adverse consequences for ecosystems and

society.”
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U.S. waste management and pollution controls 
insufficient
• Only 5% of U.S. plastic waste is 

recycled (down from 9%)

• Plastic “leaks” at every stage: 
production, use, disposal.

• In air, soil, water, food, people 
(rivers a major pathway)

• Not monitored/regulated as 
“pollutant” or “hazardous” (MSW)
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Action is needed at each stage of the plastic life cycle to 
reduce plastic waste entering the environment and ocean.

Source: NASEM



doi: 10.5334/aogh.4056
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“Social and Environmental Justice” for plastic means…

Reversing burdens in the geographies and among groups least responsible for it –

and who lack the political power or resources to address the impacts.

This means taking action to reverse –

1. Unequal access to information and roles in decision making (procedural); AND

2. Unequal distribution of burdens on certain groups and people (distributive)

Plastic and chemical pollution are adding to and worsening inequitable impacts 

from climate change, toxic and air pollution, loss of biodiversity, and ecosystem and 

species decline
Source: NASEM
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Groups most affected by plastic pollution

Burdens and impacts are most keenly felt in the Global South, in small island 

states, and in disenfranchised areas in the Global North. These include –

● Indigenous populations

● Coastal communities (including Small Island States)

● Women, Children and Future Generations

● People of African descent

● Fossil fuel extraction workers; Chemical and plastic production workers

● Informal waste and recovery workers
● Residents of “fenceline” communities (also called “sacrifice zones”) near fossil 

fuel extraction, plastic production, and plastic waste/recycling facilities

Source: NASEM









Social and Environmental Justice: Procedural

● Reduce sources and risks

● Hold producers accountable

● Equitable, inclusive participation 

and rights

● Transparency, access and right to 

information

● Full economic / social cost 

estimation

Abir Abdullah / Climate Visuals Countdown

https://cutt.ly/o1P7HeF


Stage-Specific Solutions: Distributive (examples)

● Equitable siting

● Safety, health measures

● Benign alternatives 

affordable and accessible

● Restrict toxic plastic 

imports

● Ban open burning

● Acknowledge and address 

societal roles
Jim Bowen, "Baton Rouge Refinery" via CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jamiedfw/25979522161
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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One EX: California SB 54 Plastic Pollution & Producer Responsibility Act 
Environmental justice and equity measures

• Source Reduction (2032 Targets)
• Producer Responsibility ($)

• New Fund: Starting in 2027, 
producers must fund mitigation, 
affected low-income & disadvantaged 
communities = $5 Billion/10 yr.

• Regs or new infrastructure
must avoid causing disproportionate 
harm to those communities.

https://calrecycle.ca.gov/packaging/
packaging-epr/

https://calrecycle.ca.gov/packaging/packaging-epr/
https://calrecycle.ca.gov/packaging/packaging-epr/
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Contact Information

Dr. Adetoun Mustapha
Nigerian Institute of Medical Research 

adetoun.mustapha03@alumni.imperial.ac.uk

Margaret Spring 
Monterey Bay Aquarium 
mspring@mbayaq.org
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The Environmental Impacts of 
Plastic Pollution:

A Global and Domestic 
Environmental Injustice

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3Fa%3Dhttps%253a%252f%252fwww.eli.org%252fcivicrm%252fmailing%252furl%253fu%253d121309%2526qid%253d18560926%26c%3DE%2C1%2CY5hdrcxkJnquDxlCfrtG_B33WmbaenQJd5kUDd5rY05mSLMpRbMvvQoZw1Bgrv7jKcbAk54mLii31F2iv2t9Yg-xGxuxBGLkXDiygrTXKdkRE3Q%2C%26typo%3D1&data=05%7C01%7Ccarlton.waterhouse%40law.howard.edu%7Cbd28ddd83c444cc18bc708db740b81f1%7C02ac0c07b75f46bf9b133630ba94bb69%7C0%7C0%7C638231365027946734%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zB5L5ylmdvWIs3omsx8y8GFQWFm1sqXhJjpIf0KvhUE%3D&reserved=0


• Plastic Pollution and Global Environmental Justice

• Plastic Pollution and U.S. Environmental Justice

• Plastic Pollution and Solutions
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Plastic Pollution: A Global and Domestic Environmental Injustice




